Prepare for a Victorious Battle!
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The new Reversing Torah Ritual is up. Spiritual Justice must be served.

Everyone needs to do this Ritual. We stand and declare that these kikes have been discovered, their lies unmasked and their destructive intentions brought to light.

*We will stop doing the destruction working we have been doing, for the time we will be doing this Ritual.*

Everyone who wants to fight for freedom and for getting rid of the jewish chains on this World, this is your chance.

The more we get rid of the enemy, the better the world will be for us. This is definitely and entirely true. Also - People who are only interested in themselves and their own ass solely, Satan has stated, “They are of no importance to Me”, in regards to these people. Do not try to play tabs and try to take Satan for granted. This world which we are working to fix is a cruel jungle in many places. We are trying to offset and correct this. Satan is the one willing to help us out to undo the enemy. For many people, the majority, life and their internal condition is not easy. Many people are living a torment they haven't been even worthy of. This is how the enemy shaped things to be. Also, with the enemy on top, this is hanging there questionable for anyone else who might now consider themselves "Okay" or "fixed". There is always better than where we are, but for many, only rock bottom is below. These people need us, but also, everyone needs themselves. The enemy furthers their ends every day. Which include when manifested in reality, that we are animals enslaved and each jew owning, according to the “Torah”, 2800 slave animals each.

Nothing on Earth can survive without this rule, you help and get helped in return, this is needed natural altruism. Satan has touched and does many things in our lives, that are blatant or we get to know later. Satan hears, understands and DOES. Satan HEALS. Satan takes care of us and guides us to the Godhead. We cannot let His vile and nefarious enemies even dare to attack us and push us back. WE WILL DESTROY THEM SPIRIT AND SOUL.

It's your chance to write the Satanic history of this World, in reverse of what the Jews have been writing. Exact reverse. To get rid innocent peoples of the plague of the Abrahamic and jewish hoaxes. To prove to the Gods that we are capable followers and future Gods. Weaklings, thrashers, cowards to the fucking trash can forever. Period.
We are standing united against their terrorism, threats and bindings upon everyone, imposed by this so called "spiritual authority" of the enemy. The "authority" of terrorizing peoples, decimating whole Races of peoples, whole Nations, the Souls of people. They have none anymore. We are the Spiritual Authority. If anything, they remain a slaver physical authority that can only stand in the dozens of blind, confused and incapable people. We are the voice of those who are suffering and have suffered under these so called "chosen" of God. Satan is here for Justice. We Gentiles will reply to their atrocity. The "Beasts" will make a stand. We will reply ruthlessly and with Justice.

Eternal Truth has bound this Fate upon us, for those who are willing to serve this. People are being guided by the enemy to their own destruction. We can see this, but they cannot. We are obligated to not allow the enemy have their way, which as everyone here knows is enslavement of everyone else. We are here because of our Soul's calling, because we have realized the spiritual work of the enemy.

No longer shall we be slaves and enslaved. No longer will our Father Satan, who is the source of all beauty and kindness, no longer He will be scorned and defamed. We are throwing their spiritual fairy tales in the trash can. We are the Ruling Spiritual Authority of the Planet. We proclaim ourselves, leaders of our own Fate and Leaders of the Fate of this World. No more it’s in the hands of the jews to decide and decimate anything as they see fit. This World belongs to no jew, but belongs to us. It belongs to those who are building it. It belongs NOT to their so called "Spiritual hierarchy", which is murderous and self-proclaimed. It does not belong to the rapists, liars and destroyers of this world. It belongs to the builders, the Creators and the people of the Gods.

Our War is a War of Spirituality. We are here to serve spiritual justice upon the enemy.

My Brothers and Sisters, we have been forced to attend into this War, by those who have been oppressing, murdering and destroying whatever we have been trying to build. A good, beautiful and free world is what they hate and have destroyed and hated. All must realise and move forward, together, united and with a relentless Will and Heart. You must NEVER forget, the role of the Clergy is one and only, we stand here for YOU and SATAN, for your guidance, for your information, for your support and for Satan’s Will to be expressed. For the collective and not for ourselves. Never has it been our Will different. Satan stands here for all of Us, and the Gods do not stand here for themselves. They are giving this battle for US. OUR freedom, OUR future.

Satan has given you your Soul back. He teaches you to belong to yourself. To what you love. His love has shinned upon us all and pity to those who give up His Calling, for this is a Victorious Calling.

We are aware, we do know of their crimes. We know of every "Pagan" child they have killed and tortured, the animals that have been burned and have suffered, we
know about the Races and peoples who have died under their sword and from the
ejewish "god", we know their binding and control over what has been established.
We know the lies in their books, their works and deeds. We can see through.

The Truth is on our side. With the Truth, we become Undefeated. We become
Immortal. We become stronger than any enemy. We become TRIUMPHANT!

Show everyone that we are the most formidable force. The force of the times, the
force of Truth and the force of the people who want to be free.

Comrades, prepare for battle! Prepare for Victory!

Gather your energies up in the upcoming days and let loose the storm of the
fucking enemy. Let your vibrations rip the astral apart and manifest bleedingly as
cries from freedom by all Gentile people.

HAIL VICTORY!

SIEG HEIL!!!

HAIL SATAN!!!!

HAIL THE VICTORIOUS FORCES AND POWERS OF HELL!!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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